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A B S T R A C T   
With the extensive use of 2D flood models, the resolution and quality of Digital Elevation Models (DEMs) have 
come under greater focus especially in urban hydrology. One of the major research areas, in this regard, is the 
effect of DEM resolution on flood modelling. This study first investigates the root causes of the impact of DEM 
resolution on urban fluvial flood modelling outputs using DEMs with grid resolutions ranging from 1 m to 50 m. 
The study then investigates how DEM resolution affects the definition and characterisation of the river channel 
and the consequences of this for the modelled results. For this purpose, a separate set of merged DEMs was 
generated where the river channel as defined by the 1 m resolution DEM is merged with coarser resolution DEMs. 
Data obtained during the flood event caused by Storm Desmond (2015) in Cockermouth (Cumbria, UK) was used 
for this study. The HEC-RAS 2D model was used for all of the simulations. The benchmark model obtained with 
the 1 m resolution DEM was calibrated using measured water levels at two locations within the rivers. Results 
show that there is a 30% increase in flood extent from 58.9 ha to 79.0 ha and a 150% increase in mean flood 
depth from 1.74 m to 4.30 m when the resolution reduces from a 1 m grid to a 50 m grid. The main reason for this 
is the increasing lack of definition of the river channel with an associated reduction in the estimated depth of the 
river resulting in reduced river channel conveyance. This then leads to an increase in the flood extent and depth 
especially in the immediate vicinity of the river. This effect is amplified when the DEM grid size is greater than 
the river width. When the 1 m resolution DEM for the river channel is used in conjunction with coarser resolution 
DEMs for the surrounding areas (merged DEMs), there is a significant improvement in the agreement between 
the modelled and the reference case (obtained from the benchmark model) flood extents and depths. The use of 
merged DEMs reduces the error in mean flood depth from 90% to 4% and reduces the overall RMSE in flood 
depths from 2.6 m to 0.9 m at 30 m resolution. The use of merged DEMs, where a higher resolution DEM is used 
to characterise the river channel in conjunction with, for example, a 30 m resolution DEM (e.g., the freely 
available NASA Shuttle Radar Topography Mission DEMs) for the wider area could be a cost-effective solution for 
locations where higher resolution DEMs may not be available.   
1. Introduction 
Between 1998 and 2017, floods affected more than two billion 
people worldwide and flood together with storms and droughts 
contributed to 80–90% of the worldwide natural disasters in the last ten 
years (WHO, 2020). Across England, the Environment Agency (EA) es-
timates that there are 2.7 million properties at risk of fluvial and coastal 
flooding, three million properties at risk of pluvial flooding and 660,000 
at risk from all sources (coastal, fluvial and pluvial) (Environment 
Agency, 2009). With the ever-increasing development of dwellings on 
flood plains (Pottier et al., 2005) and more extreme and intense rainfall 
events due to phenomenon such as El Niño driven by global warming 
(Corringham and Cayan, 2019; Ward et al., 2014), the frequency, 
magnitude and impacts of flood events are only going to increase. Ac-
curate modelling and forecasting of flooding play a major role in the 
better management of flood risk. The rapid advancement in remote 
sensing data collection and monitoring over the last decade has facil-
tated more widespread flood modelling activities (Bates, 2012, 2004; 
Schumann et al., 2009, 2007). For example, NASA’s Shuttle Radar 
Topography Mission (SRTM) has provided a 30 m resolution Digital 
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Elevation Model (DEM) globally for free from 2015. In addition, many 
countries have their own databases of DEMs with higher resolution than 
the SRTM 30 m resolution data. For example, within England, digital 
terrain models (DTMs) and digital surface models (DSMs) of 1 m reso-
lution are available at no cost from the EA (Environment Agency, 2018). 
This wide availability of Digital Elevation Models (DEM) together with 
supercomputers to handle the required simulation power has made 2D 
flood modelling the preferred option for predicting flood properties 
including extent, depth and velocity, especially in urban areas where 
surface dynamics are very high. With the extensive use of 2D flood 
models, the resolution and quality of DEMs have come under greater 
focus especially in urban hydrology (Ogania et al., 2019; Ozdemir et al., 
2013; Peña and Nardi, 2018; Saksena and Merwade, 2015a). One of the 
major research areas, in this regard, is the effect of DEM resolution on 
the estimation of flood properties. It is perhaps obvious that higher 
resolution DEMs produce more accurate results as long as the model can 
handle such high resolution DEMs. However, with so many financial and 
practical challenges in producing a wide area high-resolution DEM 
(<1m) especially in developing countries and the associated computa-
tional burden, it is not necessarily the highest resolution DEM, but the 
optimal resolution DEM, that is to be preferred (Azizian and Brocca, 
2020; Brandt, 2016). 
Although the optimal resolution for a particular area and application 
will depend on the catchment characteristics, common criteria can be 
identified by investigating the DEM resolution vs flood characteristics 
relationship in detail for various catchment and flood types. For 
example, Saksena and Merwade (2015) analysed a range of DEM reso-
lutions from 6 m to 30 m in fluvial flood modelling and sought to relate 
the differences arising from the use of the various DEM resolutions with 
the resultant flood inundation maps. They then used this information to 
create improved flood inundation maps from coarser-resolution DEMs. 
They found that increasing the grid size of the DEM increased the flood 
areas and flood depths. However, application of this finding is limited to 
fluvial flooding and to the specific catchment characteristics and cannot 
be generalised to all catchment types. In fact, most of the studies, which 
suggest that coarser-resolution DEMs result in the overprediction of 
flood areas and/or flood depths are based on fluvial modelling. Over 
time, this has resulted in a common perception that regardless of flood 
type coarser-resolution DEMs will always result in an overprediction of 
flood extent and depth. 
However, studies also show the opposite behaviour when it comes to 
surface water flooding. Ozdemir et al. (2013) found that when the DEM 
resolution is increased from 1 m to 10 cm the resultant maximum flood 
depth increases. However, this resolution range was used to identify the 
impacts of micro-urban surface dynamics such as small bumps in the 
road and cannot be generalised over a wider area, in which the surface 
dynamics are predominately due to larger structures and buildings. 
There are also studies, which show an inconsistent pattern of flood 
properties against DEM resolution (Tamiru and Rientjes, 2005). 
This inconsistency in the results and conclusions of previous studies 
demands a more detailed analysis, which should not only focus on the 
results but also investigate the root cause of the differences observed. 
This will help to build a common understanding of the effect of DEM 
resolution on flood properties. Such in-depth analysis is lacking in most 
of the previous studies and some of the studies identified the need for 
further in-depth analysis (Tamiru and Rientjes, 2005). All the studies 
above, which investigated the effect of DEM resolution, used a uniform 
resolution for the whole area during any particular model run. This 
makes it difficult to pinpoint the root cause of the behaviour of the flood 
model especially when there is a river or canal present in the model area. 
The effect of a coarser-resolution could be different depending on the 
land use - for example, a river and a developed area will exhibit different 
behaviours in terms of flood propagation when studied using different 
resolution DEMs. When a uniform resolution DEM is used over the entire 
study area, it is difficult to pinpoint the root cause of over/under pre-
diction resulting from a coarser resolution DEM. 
This study aims to investigate the effect of DEM resolution in the 
definition and characterisation of the river channel and the conse-
quences of this in urban fluvial flood modelling by making use of a 
merged DEM approach with different resolutions for river and the rest of 
the area. The objectives are to (a) examine the effect of DEM resolution 
on flood depth and flood extent, (b) investigate the root cause of the 
effect and (c) find out whether improving the definition of the river 
channel by using the merged DEM significantly affects the predicted 
outcomes for flood extent and depth. 
2. Methodology 
2.1. Study site and selected flood event 
The study site, Cockermouth is a market town located at the 
confluence of the rivers Cocker and Derwent in the Northwest of En-
gland (Cumbria, UK). It covers approximately 142 ha (Fig. 1). According 
to the 2011 census data, the town has a population of around 8800 
people and 4000 households. The River Cocker is a tributary of the River 
Derwent and flows for 19 km before joining the Derwent in Cocker-
mouth (2011) (Office for National Statistics, 2018). The maximum river 
widths of the rivers within the study site are approximately 15 m and 50 
m for the River Cocker and the River Derwent, respectively. The study 
area represents a typical urban area with a large proportion of built-up 
area as can be seen from Fig. 1. Furthermore, since the lowest resolution 
used in this study was 1 m, it was a preferable choice to use a small urban 
area for this study as it allows us to understand the local DEM and flood 
dynamics better as demonstrated in previous studies (e.g. Leitão et al., 
2016; Ozdemir et al., 2013). Cockermouth has experienced serious flood 
events in 2005, 2009 and 2015. In 2015 the town was severely affected 
by three consecutive storms: Desmond (5–6/12/2015), Eva (24/12/ 
2015) and Frank (29–30/12/2015) (Met Office, 2018). Storm Desmond 
resulted in record-breaking rainfall of 341.4 mm and 405 mm over 24 
hrs and 48 hrs respectively. It resulted in severe flooding with 5200 
homes in the northeast of England (Met Office, 2018) being impacted. A 
peak flow of between 390 m3/s – 450 m3/s was recorded on the River 
Derwent at Ouse Bridge. This exceeded the previous highest peak flow 
ever recorded (378 m3/s). Due to the national level significance of this 
event, this event was well documented which is one of the reasons for 
the selection of this case study. 
2.2. Data collection 
The topographical and hydrological data used in this study (Table 1) 
were all obtained from the EA (Environment Agency, 2009). As stated 
previously, high-resolution DTM and DSM up to 25 cm resolution are 
available for England at no cost from the EA. All the DEM used in this 
study were derived from the 1 m DSM and DTM. Volumetric flow at the 
river boundaries of the model domain was not available. However, 
volumetric flow time series were available for both rivers at 15 min 
intervals at Southwaite Bridge and Ouse Bridge for the River Cocker and 
River Derwent respectively, which are located considerably farther from 
the modelled river boundaries. This data was used in this study for 
boundary conditions with necessary adjustment, which is explained in 
detail in section 2.3. As Cockermouth is situated at the confluence of two 
rivers and also due to frequent flooding at Cockermouth, there are two 
water level gauging stations on the rivers, located at P1(River Cocker) 
and P2 (River Derwent) as indicated in Fig. 1. This data was used for the 
calibration of the fluvial flood model. 
2.3. Flood inundation modelling 
2.3.1. DEM generation 
A DEM of the study site at 1 m resolution was generated using the 
DSM and DTM obtained from the EA. The river channels were extracted 
from the DTM and placed in the DSM to obtain the river depths. Once the 
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1 m resolution DEM was generated, it was then resampled to produce 
coarser DEMs with 2 m, 5 m, 10 m, 30 m and 50 m resolutions. Except 
for the 30 m resolution which represents freely available SRTM data, 
other resolutions were chosen to represent a range of potentially useful 
DEM resolutions. These DEMs are presented in Fig. 2. Using the range of 
DEMs produced, a second set of DEMs were generated where the river 
channel of each of the DEMs was replaced with the river channel from 
the 1 m resolution DEM. In the following sections, the DEMs with the 
river channels at the same resolution as the rest of the surveyed area are 
referred to as ‘uniform DEMs’ and those where the river channel is based 
on a 1 m resolution DEM and the rest of the surveyed area is based on a 
range of DEM resolutions are referred to as ‘merged DEMs’. 
2.3.2. Flood modelling 
The 2D flood inundation modelling was carried out using HEC-RAS 
(v5) 2D (U.S. Army Corps of Engineering, 2016). HEC-RAS 2D is 
capable of simulating surface flooding caused by rainfall as well as river 
flooding (U.S. Army Corps of Engineering, 2016). In this study, we only 
analysed the fluvial flooding resulting from both rivers. Pluvial flooding 
was not modelled. HEC-RAS (v5) 2D provides a means of creating 2D 
terrains with multiple resolutions which made it possible to run the 
model with merged DEMs. HEC-RAS 2D solves either the full 2D Saint 
Venant equations or the 2D diffusive wave equations as described below 

















































































where h is the water depth (m), p and q are the specific flow in the x 
and y directions (m3 s−1), is the surface elevation (m), g is the acceler-
ation due to gravity (m s−2), n is the Manning roughness, ρis the water 
density (kg m−3), τxx, τyy and τxy are the components of the effective 
shear stress and f is the Coriolis (s−1). Equation (1) is the continuity 
equation and Eqs. (2) and (3) are the momentum equations in the x and 
y-axis respectively. Together these equations are referred to as 2D Saint 
Venant equations. When the diffusive wave is selected, the inertial terms 
of the momentum equations (Eqs. (2) and (3)) are neglected and the 
resulting set of equations are called the 2D diffusive wave equations. 
HEC-RAS 2D fluvial flooding requires two main inputs – DEM and 
river boundary conditions. There are two upstream boundaries 
(Cocker_US and Derwent_US in Fig. 1) and one downstream boundary 
Fig. 1. Study Site in the town of Cockermouth showing the two rivers (River Cocker and River Derwent), town centre and river boundaries, Cocker upstream 
boundary (Cocker_US), Derwent upstream boundary (Derwent_US) and Derwent downstream boundary (Derwent_DS). P1 (River Cocker) and P2 (River Derwent) are 
calibration points where water levels measurements were taken. (Copyright statement - © OpenStreetMap contributors CC-BY-SA). 
Table 1 
Summary of data collection.  





EA 1 m resolution 
Vertical error = +/−15 
cm root mean square error 
(RMSE). 
Horizontal error =
+/−40 cm absolute error 
(this error is effectively 
absorbed in the pixels of 
the raster image) 
Generated using the 
composite of a merge of 
datasets from differing 
resolutions (made up of 
resampled 25 cm and 50 
cm surveys as well as 1 m 
surveys) collected from 
2010 to 2015. These data 
were collected using the 
Light Detection and 
Ranging (LiDAR) sensor. 
Boundary 
conditions 
EA 15 min The upstream volumetric 
flows for the River Cocker 
and the River Derwent 
from 03/12/2015 to 09/ 




EA 15 min River water levels at 
points P1 and P2 (Ref.  
Fig. 1) from 03/12/2015 
to 09/12/2015  
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(Derwent_DS) in the model domain. Since there were no observed data 
available at the downstream boundary, a normal depth condition 
calculated based on the energy slope was used. Despite the lack of 
observed data at this location, the boundary condition adopted provides 
a semi-dynamic condition (i.e. as the flow changes, so does the down-
stream boundary depth). The input required by the HEC-RAS 2D model 
for this boundary condition is the energy slope calculated at the 
downstream point, which in our case was 0.1. Measured volumetric flow 
time series were available for both rivers at 15 min intervals at South-
waite Bridge and Ouse Bridge for the River Cocker and River Derwent 
respectively, which are located considerably farther from modelled river 
boundaries (Cocker_US and Derwent_US in Fig. 1). The quantity of data 
and the time needed to model the entire extent of both rivers using the 
measured boundary points meant this was not feasible. We did not use a 
routing model for the following reasons: 
Fig. 2. Uniform DEMs of the study area at resolutions of 1 m, 2 m, 5 m, 10 m, 30 and 50 m. The coarser resolution DEMs (2 m–50 m) were derived by resampling the 
1 m DEM. River boundaries are highlighted in black. (Copyright statement: contains public sector information licensed under the Open Government Licence v3.0). 
Fig. 3. Water level comparisons between upstream (Southwaite Bridge for the River Cocker and the Ouse Bridge for the River Derwent) and downstream points (P2 
for the River Cocker and P1 for the River Derwent). 
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1. Inadequate river flow data. Flow data for the River Cocker was only 
available at one location which is Southwaite Bridge. P1 and P2 only 
provide water level measurements. This did not only constrain the 
use of a routing model (e.g., Musningkum) for the River Cocker but 
also affects the impact of the River Cocker on the River Derwent 
flows when using a routing model for the River Derwent.  
2. When comparing the water level data for both the River Cocker and 
the River Derwent (Fig. 3), we noticed that there is no significant lag 
in the peaks between the upstream locations (the Southwaite Bridge 
for the River Cocker and the Ouse Bridge for the River Derwent) and 
the downstream locations (P1 for the River Cocker and P2 for the 
River Derwent). The water levels in the River Cocker increased along 
the measured length without either attenuation in level or a time lag. 
Due to the above reasons, we used a simple model to obtain the 
boundary conditions. As all the analyses were carried out using the 
maximum flood extent and depths, the main objective of the calibration 
was to get the modelled peaks of the flood as close as possible to the 
observed peaks. Hence, we adjusted the measured river flow time series 
at the Ouse Bridge (for the River Derwent) and at the Southwaite Bridge 
(for the River Cocker) using a constant multiplier. We started with a 
multiplier of 1 (no changes) for both boundaries (Cocker_US and Der-
went_US). We then adjusted the multiplier for the Cocker_US until a 
good agreement was obtained between the measured and modelled 
water levels at P1. A good agreement was obtained using a multiplier of 
1.42. Once the Cocker_US boundary condition was fixed, we then 
adjusted the multiplier for the Derwent_US until a good agreement was 
at P2. This was obtained using a multiplier 0.96 at the Derwent_US. 
For the Manning’s coefficient, we followed the approach described in 
many hydraulic modelling studies in the past (Aronica et al., 2002; 
Horritt and Bates, 2001; Jung et al., 2012; Savage et al., 2016; Werner 
et al., 2005) and used two different values - a value of 0.035 (corre-
sponds to major natural rivers) for river channels and a value of 0.05 for 
the flood plain (i.e. the rest of the area). These values were selected 
based on the recommended values in widely used literature (e.g. Chow, 
1959; Arcement and Schneider, 1989). 
For all the simulations, a computational mesh with 5 m square cells 
was used (Fig. 4). The main aim of this study was to evaluate the effect of 
DEM resolution. Hence, to avoid the mesh configurations affecting the 
model results, we kept the mesh configuration consistent for all simu-
lations with different configurations of DEM. 
2.4. Fit index analysis 
In order to compare the results from different resolution DEMs and 
also to compare the effect of the composition of the DEMs (uniform or 
merged), different measures were used. In addition to the common error 
measure such as Root Means Square Error, we also used a Fit Index (FI) 
analysis to compare the results. FI is a measure of the error between the 
reference and predicted flood areas (Horritt and Bates, 2001; Pappen-







ATP + AFP + AFN
(4) 
Essentially, FI varies from 0 when the true positive area is 0 and 1 
when there is 100% fit on the basis of flood area between the reference 
and predicted maps. 
3. Results and discussion 
3.1. Goodness-of-fit between the reference model and observations 
3.1.1. River water levels 
Fig. 6 illustrates the goodness-of-fit between the modelled results 
obtained using a 1 m DEM and the measured water levels at two loca-
tions; the first on the River Cocker (P1) and the second on the River 
Derwent (P2). Root Mean Square Errors (RMSE) between the measured 
and simulated water levels were calculated as being 0.28 and 0.69 
respectively. The main reason for a better calibration at P1 is because 
only one boundary has to be adjusted to calibrate at P1 which is located 
before the confluence of the River Derwent and River Cocker. P2 is 
located after the confluence of the two rivers and therefore both 
boundaries had to be adjusted which resulted in a slightly poorer 
goodness-of-fit. Since the analysis mainly uses maximum flood depths, 
the emphasis was placed on calibrating the peaks of the hydrograph. The 
peaks were calibrated with 7% and 1% error at P1 and P2 respectively. 
3.1.2. Flood extent 
We also compared the modelled flood extents with the measured 
flood extent as provided by the EA (Fig. 7). The EA flood extent was 
provided with a note stating that the flood outline identifies the 
maximum extent of flooding and not all properties within the extent 
were flooded. However, no further information was available to identify 
the areas within the overall extent that were not flooded. This explains 
why the EA flood extent is completely filled-in whereas the model pre-
dicted flood extent contains many unflooded areas within the maximum 
extent. However, the outer boundary of the extents is almost similar 
indicating a good agreement between the modelled and measured flood 
extents. 
As with most floods, there are no measured flood depths available for 
this event. The calibrated model results obtained with the 1 m DEM are 
therefore considered to be benchmark conditions (reference case) for all 
the analysis presented. 
3.2. Flood area and depth: Uniform DEM 
Fig. 8 presents the maximum flood depth maps for different resolu-
tions derived from HEC-RAS 2D results when the uniform DEMs were 
used in the simulations. The inundated area increases as the resolution 
of the DEM becomes coarser. The flooded area increased from 59 ha to 
Fig. 4. Mesh used for all simulations with 1 m DEM in the background and 
zoomed window for a clearer view. 
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79 ha when the resolution went from 1 m to 50 m. Most of the small 
pockets within a flooded area that are not showing as flooded in the 
higher resolution simulations due to the surrounding taller buildings/ 
developments are indicated as having flooded in the lower resolution 
model runs. In addition, the modelled flood depths generally are higher 
for the coarser-resolution model runs. Although this effect occurs almost 
everywhere, it is significantly amplified in the vicinity of the River 
Cocker. To analyse this effect further, we looked at cross-sections of the 
two rivers as indicated on Fig. 9 - X-X on the River Derwent and Y-Y on 
the River Cocker at DEM resolutions of 1 m, 10 m and 50 m. For both 
cross-sections, at the coarser resolutions, the riverbed becomes 
smoother and less deep due to the influence of the adjacent riverbanks. 
Fig. 5. Illustrative figure showing AFP, ATP and AFN. ATP – True Positive area (Correct prediction); AFP – False Positive area (Underestimation); AFN – False Negative 
area (Overestimation). 
Fig. 6. Calibration plot at location P1 (River Cocker) and P2 (River Derwent). Predicted values are derived from HEC-RAS 2D results with a 1 m DEM.  
Fig. 7. Comparison between the HEC-RAS simulated flood extent (Left) and measured outer flood extend from the Environment Agency (Right).  
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In the case of the River Cocker (Y-Y), as the width of the river at this 
location is only approximately 15 m, the river almost disappears from 
the simulation when the DEM used is coarser than 10 m. This is reflected 
in the flood extent and flood depth in Fig. 8 where the flood depth and 
extent become significantly higher in the vicinity of the River Cocker 
when the resolution is coarser than 10 m. Flood extent and depths in the 
vicinity of the River Derwent also increase, but not as significant as for 
the River Cocker due to the larger river width. Similar observations were 
observed for cross-sections at other locations along both rivers. How-
ever, for the sake of brevity, we have only presented one cross-section 
from each river here. 
We also wanted to check if this increase in flood extent and depth is 
Fig. 8. Flood inundation maps produced using uniform DEMs ranging from 1 m to 50 m.  
Fig. 9. Cross sections X-X and Y-Y (Fig. 8) for resolutions 1 m, 10 m and 50 m.  
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only due to differences in the depth of the riverbed or if other factors 
contributed to this – for example, taller buildings being smoothed out as 
a result of a coarser-resolution DEM could also result in a larger flood 
extent. However, this could also result in the opposite effect with the 
coarser-resolution raising certain cells due to smoothing which could 
then become a barrier to the floodwater propagating to other cells. To 
see how a change in DEM resolution affects the apparent flood depth, we 
plotted the change in the flood depth (EFD) of a flooded cell against the 
change in the elevation (EDEM) of that cell for each flooded cell and 
repeated this for all resolutions (Fig. 10). 














r (6)  
where FD is flood depth, DEM is elevation, Subscripts i indicates the 
resolution of interest (2 m, 5 m, 10 m, 30 m and 50 m), r indicates the 
reference resolution (i.e. 1 m) and superscript j indicates the particular 
cell of interest. Since, EFD and EDEM are essentially the differences from 
the reference condition, in the following sections they are also referred 
to as the error in flood depth and error in the elevation respectively. 
The authors are aware that the difference in the flood depth in a cell 
is also affected by the surrounding cells. Understanding these dynamics 
across the model domain is of great interest in modelling but are difficult 
to define and generalise. Hence, we limited this analysis to the effect of 
the elevation difference in the particular cell of interest. The results are 
presented in Fig. 10 where two colour pallets are used - blue for cells 
located within the river area (hereafter referred to as river cells) and red 
for other locations (hereafter referred to as land cells). Fig. 10 also shows 
the density plots of EFD and EDEM, and the percentage of land (red 
Fig. 10. Binned scatter plots of EFD VS EDEM for DEM resolutions ranging from 1 m to 50 m. The blue colour palate shows cells located in the river and the red colour 
palate shows the rest of the cells. This figure also shows the density plots of EFD and EDEM, and the percentage of land (red text) and river cells (blue text) that fall in 
each region of the plot. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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numbers) and river cells (blue numbers) that fall in each region of the 
plot. 
The distribution of EDEM – There is an increasing spread of EDEM, 
demonstrating a greater error as the DEM becomes coarser. For the land 
cells, the change in the DEM is almost equally distributed in terms of an 
increase (positive EDEM) and a decrease (negative EDEM) in relation to 
the benchmark for all the coarser resolutions. This means the coarser- 
resolution DEM raised as many land cells as it lowered. With the river 
cells, at 2 m resolution, the effect is similar to that for the land cells with 
EDEM distributed almost equally in both sides of the axis. However, as the 
DEM becomes coarser, the proportion of cells indicating values lower 
than the benchmark keeps decreasing and when the resolution is more 
than 30 m it becomes less than 10%. Both river beds are higher than the 
reference DEM due to the influence of the river banks when the DEM 
resolution is more than 10 m. In summary, we found that as the DEM 
resolution becomes coarser i) there are equal increases and decreases in 
the modelled elevation of individual land cells and ii) the majority of the 
river cells are elevated due to the influence of the river banks. 
The correlation between EFD and EDEM – The increased overflow 
from the river, resulting from the reduction in the channel definition, 
caused an increase in the indicated flood depths (positive EFD) of 
76–92% of the cells. Among these are almost all of the cells which 
decrease in height due to the coarser resolution (negative EDEM). The 
remaining 8–24% cells which indicate a reduced flood depth are all cells 
which increase in height at coarser resolutions. 
The flood depth of the majority of river cells increases (positive EFD) 
when using a coarser resolution DEM. However, it can be seen that there 
are river cells with positive EDEM and negative EFD - meaning the raised 
river bed causes a reduction in the flood depths for a proportion of river 
cells. The proportion of river cells with a positive EDEM and negative EFD 
increases from 11% to 39% when the resolution changes from 2 m to 50 
m. These river cells are mostly located at locations where there are no 
barriers such as tall buildings in the flood plain. This allows the flood-
water to propagate out of the river reducing the flood depth of raised 
river cells. To illustrate this, we have presented a cropped area of the 
flood map obtained using a 50 m resolution DEM in Fig. 11 indicating 
areas with a negative and a positive EFD together with a road map of the 
same area. It can be seen that the raised river cells with an increased 
flood depth (positive EFD) are located along a stretch of river where it is 
surrounded by a highly developed area, with tall buildings, which 
confine the flow resulting in the higher flood depths of river cells. In 
contrast, raised river cells with decreased EFD are located along a stretch 
of river where it is surrounded by a low-lying undeveloped area which 
lets the flow propagate out of the river. It is therefore important to note 
that although the coarser-resolution DEM invariably raises the river bed, 
it doesn’t always result in an increase in the flood depth within the river 
cells. 
Finally, when using the 30 m and 50 m resolution DEMs, as can be 
seen in Fig. 9, the lack of definition of the river channel and the banks, 
especially for the River Cocker results in very high modelled flood 
depths. It is recognised that some of these modelled depths, of up to 20 
m, for both river and surrounding land cells are not credible in reality. 
3.3. Flood area and depth: Uniform DEM vs merged DEM 
Having examined the effect of resolution on uniform DEMs, this 
section examines what happens if a merged DEM is used instead of a 
uniform DEM. Fig. 12 shows flood maps for resolutions of 10 m, 30 m 
and 50 m for both uniform and merged DEMs. The visual difference 
between the flood maps with merged and uniform DEMs for resolutions 
less than 10 m is not obvious, so for the sake of brevity, we have not 
included these plots. However, the results from these DEMs are included 
in the numerical analyses that are presented later. 
Flood maps based on a merged DEM provide a better agreement with 
the baseline 1 m resolution map in terms of both flood extent and flood 
depth mainly due to the unchanged riverbeds compared with the uni-
form DEM approach. However, there was no consistent trend of over-
estimation or underestimation in flood extent. As we observed in Fig. 10, 
the changes in the elevation of land cells due to coarser resolution are 
random, so consequently, the effect caused by these random elevation 
Fig. 11. Right: Cropped area of the street map (Copyright statement- © OpenStreetMap contributors CC-BY-SA). Left: Cropped area of flood map with 50 m res-
olution DEM showing positive and negative EFD. 
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changes in the flood properties are also expected to be random without 
the overbank flood caused by the river. Flood maps with a merged DEM 
and resolutions of 30 m and 50 m failed to predict many small pockets of 
flooding resulting in an underestimation of the flooded area. One reason 
could be that low-lying small passages in the developed areas, which aid 
flood propagation, are now elevated in the coarser-resolution DEMs (30 
m and 50 m) due to surrounding buildings and therefore do not prop-
agate the flood to neighbouring locations anymore. Hence, the increase 
or decrease of the flooded area with decreasing resolution in a merged 
DEM is highly dependent upon the local terrain characteristics and there 
is no consistent trend in contrast to the trend that was apparent with the 
uniform DEM approach. 
Fig. 13 shows the distribution of flood depths derived using the 
uniform and merged DEMs together with vertical dotted lines showing 
the average flood depth. It can be seen that there is greater consistency 
in estimation compared with the 1 m resolution DEM reference case 
when using the merged DEM approach in terms of the average depth and 
distribution. As the resolution of the uniform DEM decreases the dis-
tribution becomes smoother and wider with an increase in the estimated 
mean value. At 50 m resolution, the error in mean flood depth is ~150%. 
However, when using the merged DEM approach, the greatest difference 
is ~20% and this was again obtained in the case of the 50 m resolution 
DEM. There is a significant difference in both the shape of the distri-
bution and the mean flood depth when the uniform DEM resolution 
changes from 10 m to 30 m. This is due to the width of the river channels 
(River Cocker ~15 m, River Derwent ~50 m) in relation to the resolu-
tion of the DEM. At 1 m resolution (reference flood depths), there are 
two peaks corresponding to cells from each river (and the surrounding 
cells). This characteristic of the distribution is better matched when 
using the merged DEM approach even when the resolution is 50 m. 
The changes in the indicated flood area for the various DEM reso-
lutions are presented in Fig. 14 and Table 2 for both uniform and merged 
DEMs. In Fig. 14, the area of land flooded above the threshold depth was 
calculated for threshold flood depths ranging from 0 (all flooded area) to 
5 m. In the case of the uniform DEMs, the decrease in the DEM resolution 
Fig. 12. Flood inundation maps produced using uniform and merged DEMs for resolutions 10 m 30 m and 50 m.  
Fig. 13. Distribution of flood depth across the model domain for both uniform 
and merged DEMs ranging from 1 m to 50 m. The mean of the distribution is 
indicated with dotted lines and also presented as text with correspond-
ing colour. 
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from 1 m to 50 m increases the simulated total flooded area from 58.9 ha 
to 79.0 ha (30%). The effect caused by the loss of the characterisation of 
the river channel can again be seen when the uniform DEM resolution 
decreases from 10 m to 30 m. The simulated flooded area increases 
marginally from 58.9 ha to 59.4 ha when the DEM resolution decreases 
from 1 m to 10 m. However, it increases from 59.4 ha to 73.9 ha when 
the DEM resolution decreases from 10 m to 30 m. With merged DEMs, as 
we already observed in Fig. 12, the difference in the simulated flooded 
area is much less and without a consistent pattern. In fact, the total 
flooded area with a 10 m resolution DEM of 57.1 ha is greater than the 
flooded area of 50.6 ha with a 30 m resolution DEM regardless of the 
threshold flood depth. 
3.4. Error estimation 
To estimate the error caused by the use of a coarser resolution in both 
uniform and merged DEMs, the overall root mean square error (RMSE) 
was calculated for predicted flood depths for all the resolutions, against 
the reference case (Fig. 15). The flood depths in all the individual cells 
that were flooded in the reference case were used for this calculation. 
This is a commonly used simple measure to calculate the error in 2D 
flood modelling (Ogania et al., 2019; Ozdemir et al., 2013; Saksena and 
Merwade, 2015a). In our case, flood predictions with uniform DEMs 
show an increasing linear trend against RMSE. Saksena and Merwade 
(2015a) also found an increasing linear trend of RMSE against grid size, 
which agrees with our findings. 
When merged DEMs are used, there is a significant reduction in the 
estimated error, with the RMSE reducing from 2.6 m to 0.9 m at 30 m 
resolution and from 5.25 m to 1 m at 50 m resolution. It is interesting to 
note that for a DEM resolution up to 10 m, the improvement is not 
significant. This is because the loss of river channel characterisation is 
not very apparent until the DEM resolution goes above 10 m (in this 
case). This will, of course, be dependent on the width of the river 
channel. 
Fig. 16 shows the fit index variation, which provides a measure of the 
error in terms of the predicted flood extent with reference to the refer-
ence flood map obtained using 1 m DEM. The fit index shows a pro-
gressive reduction in the agreement with the reference case as the 
resolution decreases from 1 m to 50 m with a 25% reduction with a 50 m 
resolution uniform DEM. To understand whether this due to false 
Fig. 14. Flooded area vs DEM resolution for both uniform and merged DEMs for threshold flood depths ranging from 0 to 50 m.  
Table 2 
Total flood area and mean flood depth derived from DEMs with different reso-
lution and configuration.  
DEM Resolution (m) Flooded area (ha) Mean flood depth (m) 
Uniform Merged Uniform Merged 
1 (Benchmark)  58.9  1.74 
2  59.0  58.8  1.77  1.76 
5  59.2  58.5  1.85  1.80 
10  59.4  57.1  2.01  1.90 
30  73.9  50.6  3.30  1.81 
50  79.0  58.0  4.30  1.38  
Fig. 15. RMSE vs DEM resolution for both uniform and merged DEMs.  
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positives (overestimation) or false negatives (underestimation) the ratio 
between overestimation/underestimation is also presented in Fig. 16 
(U/O ratio). This ratio is always less than one for uniform DEM flood 
maps which indicates that there is a greater degree of overestimation in 
the modelled results. However, it is interesting to note that underesti-
mation also occurs where the lower resolution flood models failed to 
predict certain flooded areas. This is likely to be where the coarser- 
resolution DEMs result in certain cells increasing in height thereby 
reducing flood propagation. With merged DEMs, again the changes up to 
10 m resolution are not as significant as the resolutions greater than 10 
m. Although the fit index did not show a significant difference with the 
30 m resolution DEM, it is clear from the U/O ratio that it is due to 
underprediction of the flooded area with a merged DEM. Interestingly, 
flood maps derived with merged DEMs underpredict the flooded area 
compared with uniform DEMs, which always over predict. This dem-
onstrates that it is the effect of the river channel characterisation that 
results in the overprediction of flood area and depth when using coarser 
resolution DEMs. Without the loss of characterisation of the river 
channel, the common perception of overprediction due to coarser res-
olution is not always true. In addition, the absence of a consistent trend 
in the U/O ratio for merged DEMs indicates that it is largely dependent 
on the modelled terrain. 
3.5. General discussion 
There was no clear pattern in the changes in elevation of the land 
cells when coarser-resolution DEMs were used, as many land cells were 
raised as were lowered. However, there was an increase in flood depths 
of 80–90% for the land cells when using the coarser-resolution DEM 
ranging from 2 m to 50 m compared with the 1 m resolution DEM 
reference case. This is due to the loss of characterisation of the river 
channel, including an apparent raising of the river bed as the DEM 
resolution decreases resulting in more water being propagated from the 
river cells into the surrounding land cells. This finding was corroborated 
by the use of merged DEMs in which the characterisation of the river 
channel remains the same throughout and a. there was no consistent 
trend of overestimation or underestimation in flood depths and extents 
and b. there was a better agreement between the modelled flood depths 
and extents and the reference case compared with uniform DEMs. It is 
clear that the river width has to be one of the deciding factors when 
considering the optimal resolution of DEM to be used when carrying out 
a fluvial flood model for a particular location. As observed once the DEM 
resolution exceeds the river width, the overprediction of flood depth and 
extent increase significantly. The change in the simulated flooded area, 
resulting from the 15 m wide River Cocker and the 50 m wide River 
Derwent, as the DEM resolution decreased from 10 m to 30 m, was 30 
times higher than the change in the flooded area when the DEM reso-
lution decreased from 1 m to 10 m. This demonstrates that the resolution 
of the DEM used to characterise the river channel should be at least less 
than the river width. 
Although the use of a coarser resolution DEM results overall in an 
overprediction of flood depths and extents, there are river stretches 
where there are reduced flood depths due to the use of coarser- 
resolution DEMs. These are locations where the surrounding area is 
low lying without much urban development to confine the flood water to 
the river. This finding helps to identify river stretches where a coarser 
resolution DEM would possibly under or over-predict flood depths. Such 
knowledge would be of great value if flood management decisions need 
to be taken using a flood map produced using a coarser resolution DEM. 
The availability of fit for purpose data and the national significance 
of the Storm Desmond flood event were the main reasons for the choice 
of the case study. We believe this study area, with a large proportion of 
built-up area (Fig. 1), represents a typical urban surface. Furthermore, 
since the lowest resolution used in this study was 1 m, it was a preferable 
choice to use a small urban area as it allowed us to study the effect of 
different resolution DEMs in detail and understand better the local in-
fluences on the DEM and the consequent flood behaviour. Similar 
studies in the past also took advantage of relatively small study areas 
which enabled them to understand the local dynamics better (Leitão 
et al., 2016; Ozdemir et al., 2013). For example, Ozdemir et al. (2013) 
used a study area of 0.1 km2 (10 ha) for their study to look at the effect of 
DEM resolutions ranging from 10 cm to 1 m. Leitão et al. (2016) used an 
area of 0.9 km2 to assess the impact of combining different DEMs on 
flood modelling results. Although the values of the comparators could be 
different for another study area with a smaller or larger urban area, the 
major finding is still valid which is, there is a significant improvement in 
the prediction of flood properties when a DEM of sufficient resolution is 
used to define adequately the riverbed that is then used within a 2D 
Fig. 16. Fit index and U/O (underprediction/overprediction) ratio for both uniform and merged DEMs.  
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fluvial model. 
In this study, we have used bilinear interpolation for resampling. 
This is one of the most commonly used methods for DEM resampling 
(ESRI, 2020). The other most commonly used resampling method is 
cubic convolution interpolation. It has been shown in the past that the 
resampling method can have an impact on the resulting DEMs (Aguilar 
et al., 2005; Chaplot et al., 2006; Heritage et al., 2009). However, we do 
not expect the impact of the coarsening method to be significant in 
comparison to the coarsening effect itself, especially at resolutions 
coarser than 10 m where the coarsening effects are very significant. To 
assess this, we compared the effect of coarsening with the effect of the 
coarsening method for 2 m, 10 m, and 50 m resolution DEMs. We 
compared bilinear interpolation (the one used in this study) with cubic 
convolution interpolation (Keys, 1981). We did not test the nearest 
neighbour approach for DEM resampling as it is primarily used for 
discrete data (ESRI, 2020). The nearest neighbour approach will also 
result in a rougher DEM surface which is then likely to cause instabilities 
in the flood model, especially at resolutions coarser than 10 m. Fig. 17 
shows the boxplot of errors caused by coarsening (with reference to the 
1 m DEM) and the boxplot of differences between the cell heights ob-
tained using the different resampling methods (bilinear interpolation 
and cubic convolution interpolation) for 2 m, 10 m and 50 m resolution 
DEMs. As can be seen from the plots, the difference in cell heights using 
the two different methods is almost negligible compared to the error 
caused by the coarsening at resolutions of 10 m and 50 m. Although at 2 
m resolution the sampling effect is greater, it still considerably less than 
the differences caused by the coarsening effect. In addition, the aim of 
the study was to demonstrate the advantage of merged DEMs over 
coarser resolution DEMS, where this effect is negligible. 
Due to the scope of this study, we kept the mesh size constant for all 
the simulations, so there was no significant change in the computational 
time. However, in other situations, the size of the computational mesh 
will be based on the DEM resolution. The coarser the DEM resolution, 
the larger the computational mesh size will be. This will significantly 
reduce the computational burden and can be utilised in modelling ap-
plications such as flood warning systems. 
In this study, we have not addressed issues that arise from DEM er-
rors during measurement and post-processing. However, we acknowl-
edge the fact that depending the techniques used, these errors could be 
as significant as coarsening errors (Abily et al., 2016; Wang et al., 2012; 
Zotou et al., 2020). Further, recent studies have also raised the issue of 
the “blocking-out” effect of buildings in DTMs which prevent flood flows 
and possible storage effects of the buildings in flood modelling (Bellos 
and Tsakiris, 2015). We believe, in future in addition to DEM and mesh 
configurations, this also needs to be studied in detail in 2D flood 
modelling given its potential impact on the flood dynamics in a built-up 
area. 
4. Conclusion 
This study, first, investigates the root causes of the impact of DEM 
resolution on urban fluvial flood modelling using DEMs ranging from 1 
m to 50 m. DEMs with resolutions of 2 m to 50 m were derived by 
resampling the 1 m DEM. The study then investigates how DEM reso-
lution affects the definition and characterisation of the river channel and 
the consequences of this for the modelled results. For this purpose, a 
separate set of merged DEMs were generated where the river channel 
obtained with the 1 m resolution DEM is merged with coarser resolution 
DEMs. Data obtained during the flood event caused by Storm Desmond 
(2015) in Cockermouth (Cumbria, UK) was used for this study. The 
study area covers around 142 ha with the town centre located at the 
confluence of two rivers – the River Derwent and the River Cocker. The 
HEC-RAS 2D model was used for all the simulations. The benchmark 
model obtained with the 1 m resolution DEM was calibrated with 
measured water levels at two locations within the rivers. 
The following conclusions can be made from the results  
• The use of coarser-resolution DEMs in the model affected river cells 
in a different way to the land cells. Within the river channel the 
coarser-resolution DEMs raised more cells than it lowered. When 
using a 2 m resolution DEM, 53% of cells were raised and 47% 
lowered. However, when using a 50 m resolution DEM 91% were 
raised and 9% lowered. For the land cells, there was less of an effect 
with the ratio between raising and lowering the ratio was between 
0.9 and 1.7 at different DEM resolutions.  
• Overall, the flood depth and flood extent increased with decreasing 
DEM resolution. There was a 30% increase in flood extent from 58.9 
ha to 79.0 ha and a 150% increase in mean flood depth from 1.74 m 
to 4.30 m when the DEM resolution reduces from 1 m grid to 50 m 
grid. The main reason for this is the increasing lack of definition of 
the river channel with an associated reduction in the estimated depth 
of the river resulting in reduced river channel conveyance. This then 
leads to an increase in the flood extent and depth especially in the 
immediate vicinity of the river.  
• Despite the overall over prediction of flood depths due to the use of a 
coarser resolution DEM, there were also areas both inside and 
Fig. 17. The effect of coarsening method in resampled DEM cell heights in comparison to the resampled error.  
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outside of the river channel where the flood depth was under pre-
dicted. The main reason being the increased elevation of these areas 
due to the use of a coarser resolution DEM.  
• In river stretches where there are no developments or there are lower 
river banks, the flood water propagates into the surrounding areas 
when using coarser resolution DEMs. This consequently reduces the 
flood depth of the river cells at these river stretches. This means the 
coarser-resolution DEM does not always increase the flood depth 
everywhere within the river. The land use and terrain of the sur-
rounding area also have an associated effect.  
• When the river channel is characterised using a high-resolution DEM 
and is then used in conjunction with a coarser resolution DEM for the 
surrounding area (merged DEMs), there is a significant improvement 
in the agreement between the modelled and the actual results of 
flood depths. The use of merged DEMs reduced the error in mean 
flood depth from 150% to 20% and the overall RMSE in flood depths 
from 5.26 m to 0.98 m at 50 m resolution. However, there is no 
consistent trend in the RMSE with the resolution of the merged DEM. 
This is different to the findings with the uniform DEM where the 
RMSE increases linearly with the resolution.  
• In terms of flood extent, the use of coarser-resolution merged DEMs 
tend to underpredict the affected area compared with uniform DEMs. 
However, the Fit Index comparison demonstrates that merged DEMs 
provide a better indication of flood extent than uniform DEMs.  
• It is clear that the resolution of the DEM used has an impact on the 
simulated flood extents and depths. For optimal results, the resolu-
tion of the DEM used for a particular location should be at least finer 
than the width of the river channel. 
We have demonstrated that the use of merged DEMs may be a cost- 
effective way of obtaining fit for purpose flood maps in locations where 
high resolution DEMs have not yet been developed. The use of merged 
DEMs significantly improves the flood prediction in comparison to 
uniform DEMs. This could help improve flood modelling without having 
to survey the entire model extent when there are financial and practical 
limitation, which is often the case especially in developing countries. For 
example, NASA’s Shuttle Radar Topography Mission DEMs, which are 
30 m resolution, are freely available. However, when this DEM is used in 
a fluvial flood model, the resulting flood depths and flood extents could 
be significantly higher (or sometimes lower) depending on factors such 
the widths of river channels, the degree of urbanisation and the topog-
raphy of the surrounding areas. This study suggests that using the SRTM 
DEMs together with a better representation of the river channel derived 
from bathymetry or a higher resolution DEM (e.g. 1 m) might be a more 
cost-effective approach than seeking to obtain a high-resolution DEM for 
the whole area. In addition, there may not be the resources available to 
generate a wide-scale 1 m resolution DEM. Our findings also have im-
plications for other flood risk management activities such as the iden-
tification of emergency evacuation routes. The approach we have 
developed provides a means of developing reliable flood risk maps 
without necessarily requiring a high resolution DEM for the total 
affected area. Such maps can then inform the development of better 
overall flood risk management practices. 
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